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P> Magic Memory Optimizer v.8.1.1.322 Serial Key keygenQ: Laravel 4.2: upload image and get url I can't figure out why I am getting this error: File to big to fit into memory (/var/www/example.com/storage/app/photos/34.jpg, 1280382720 bytes). It appears that the image is loaded but somewhere along the process it stops loading the image. My route for uploading the image is: Route::post('/products/upload/',
'ProductsController@upload'); My image upload form is {{ Form::open(array('url' => 'products/upload', 'files' => true, 'class' => 'form-horizontal')) }} And this is my controller method public function upload() { $file = Input::file('image'); // move image to directory $target = public_path().'/storage/app/photos/'; $file->move($target); return Redirect::to('/products')->withInput(); } A: You're taking this big file path and

trying to use it in your redirect route. You should instead take the image file path: $target = Input::file('image')->move($target); Q: What are the downsides to using navigator.geolocation in a tablet app? I am currently developing a navigation app for Android, in which the user can search for a location. I am specifically interested in the location itself, and not necessarily a plot of where they are. Are there any particular
downsides to using navigator.geolocation? A: I looked into this a while ago, but most of the concern seems to be that if you start using it heavily, it will begin to drain the battery. I'd say that if you're really concerned about battery, then just do a one-time start when the app is activated. When you want to use location on the fly, just query for it every now and then as needed. Evaluation of solubility characteristics of

materials in oral cavity, gastrointestinal and renal fluids. The solubility of drug substances in oral cavity, gastrointestinal tract and renal fluids
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